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Misahara is a fine jewelry house that pays
tribute to the warm, shimmering waters
of the Adriatic Sea, the golden sand of the

Sahara Desert, as well as other mesmerizing destinations
around the world. The Misahara Collection is designed
for empowered well-traveled women who, much like its
designer and founder, Lepa Galeb-Roskopp, have an
affinity for philanthropy. The jewelry evokes a feeling
of exquisite luxury, channeling a modern and suave flare
marked by unique handcraftsmanship and the finest
quality gemstones.

MISA
MISAHARA
FROM THE ADRIATIC TO THE WORLD

Misahara’s designer, Lepa Galeb-Roskopp, was born
into a bi-cultural background, allowing her to experience
different places around the world, capturing the essence,
landscape, and colors of each town. With homes in New
York, California, South Africa, and Montenegro, Lepa’s
creations are reminiscent of her experiences from around
the globe. “I created Misahara fine jewelry in 2013, for
women like myself who enjoy being unique and possess a
penchant for fashion. It’s about acquiring something that
has meaning,” explained Lepa. “We are proud of our
impeccable handcraftsmanship that uses only fair-trade
precious metals and flawless gemstones.”
All Misahara jewelry is made in New York. Earrings
are designed to such a precise gram requirement so as
not to weigh down the ear and the weight distribution
of each necklace is carefully considered to avoid it being
uncomfortable. This high degree of attention is paid to

“It’s about acquiring something
that has meaning.” — LEPA GALEB-ROSKOPP
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each piece of Misahara jewelry to
ensure that customers get exactly
what they paid for: an exquisite and
wearable piece of fine jewelry.
The Unity symbol, imprinted on
every piece, is a testament to the
philosophy of unifying different
cultures and ideologies, bringing
together a sense of understanding and
respect for people from every walk of
life. These unique and nontraditional
pairings remind us of how our
differences can be utterly beautiful,
meaningful, and inspirational, helping
us become better human beings each
and every day.
Misahara has established its
home with a flagship location in
New York at the Plaza Hotel and
a “jewel box” boutique in Porto
Montenegro, where the creative
energy of the brand is anchored.
In the Fall of 2015, the house was
embraced by Neiman Marcus and
Wynn & Co. in Las Vegas. The
Collection can also be found on
the esteemed digital platforms,
Moda Operandi (ModaOperandi.
com) and True Facet (TruefFacet.
com). Summer 2017 brought
an exclusive collaboration with
Gemfields, the world’s leading
supplier of responsibly sourced
colored gemstones. In addition,
Misahara takes pride in becoming a
North American Ferrari Challenge
sponsor

during

the

Italian

carmaker’s 70th Anniversary year.
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